Whereas the construction process of a compiler for the early and late phases like syntactic analysis and code generation is well-supported by powerful tools, the optimizer, the key component for achieving highly efficient code is usually still hand-coded. The tool kit presented here supports this essential step in the construction of a compiler. The two key features making it exceptional are (1) that it automatically generates global program analyses for intraprocedural~ interprocedural and parallel data flow problems, and (2) that it supports the combination of the results obtained to program optimizations.
tions under which an optimizing program transformation is applicable, and second, the concrete transformation based on the data flow facts computed by the preceding analysis. The algorithms realizing these two steps are usually still hand-coded. As the construction process for essentially every other phase of compilation is well-supported by powerful tools, the construction of the optimizer still belongs to the most expensive, time consuming, and error prone steps in the construction of a compiler.
The DFA&OPT-METAFrame tool kit supports this essential step of compiler construction. It automatically generates efficient DFA-algorithms from concise specifications given in a modal logic (cf. [St] ). In essence, the DFAgenerator of the tool kit works by partially evaluating an appropiate model checker with respect to the modal formula specifying the data flow property *Lehrstuhl fiir Informatik II, Rheinisch-Westf~ilische Technische Hochschule Aachen, AhornstraBe 55, D-52056 Aachen, Germany E-mail: marion~informatik.rwth-aachen.de tFakult~t fiir Mathematik und Informatik, Universit~t Passau, Innstrasse 33, D-94032 Passau, Germany. E-mail: {knoop I koschuetzki I steffen}~fmi.uni-passau.de of interest (cf. [SCKKM] ). The result is a usual iterative DFA-algorithm, which runs on the machine the model checker is implemented on, and which can immediately be integrated into the compiler under construction. A high level programming language allows to combine the results of different analyses to optimizing program transformations. It serves as the connecting link for combining program analysis and optimization, such that the tool kit supports the complete process of the optimizer construction.
The benefits of this approach are as follows: The DFA-algorithms required are directly specified in terms of the data flow properties of interest. All the details about the corresponding computation procedures are hidden in the tool kit. This yields concise high-level specifications, simplifies and structures the specification development, and supports the reasoning about features such as correctness and optimality of the DFAs. In fact, the DFA-algorithms required by the program optimizations considered below result from two to five line specifications in a modal logic. They are not only significantly shorter, but also more intuitive than their traditionally specified counterparts. Moreover, our practical experience shows that the generated DFA-algorithms are as efficient as their hand-coded counterparts. Summarizing, we profit from: We illustrate the usage of the tool kit by means of two screen shots from a sample session. The optimization considered is to remove all partially redundant computations in a program (in the example of 'a + b') by means of the busy code motion (BCM) transformation of [KRS1] . This transformation requires the computation of all program points being down-safe and up-sa/e for a computation, here 'a + b'. The results of the corresponding DFA-algorithms, which are automatically generated from the specifications shown in the lower left window, are displayed in the right window of Figure  1 , which shows the argument program in an automatically generated and layouted transition system like representation. The states represent program points, and the transitions the control flow and the basic blocks of the underlying procedure. The analysis and optimization process is controlled by means of the high level language, whose commands are executed by an interpreter running in the upper left window.
FIGURE 1. First Screen Shot
After computing the set of up-safe and down-safe program points, the BCM-transformation can be specified within the high level language: (1) Initializing a new temporary h by a + b at all down-safe program points which have an incoming edge modifying a or b, or an unsafe predecessor.
(2) Replacing all original occurrences of a + b by h. The result of the complete transformation is displayed in the right window of Figure 2 .
SCOPE AND CURRENT STATE
The DFA&OPT-METAFrame tool kit supports data flow analysis and optimization of intraprocedural, interprocedural and parallel programs (cf. [KS, KSV1, KSV2, St] ). It is particularly well-suited for optimizations based on bitvector analyses, which are most relevant in practice due to their broad scope of powerful and practically relevant optimizations ranging from code motion over assignment motion and partial dead code elimination to strength reduction and (via definition-use chains) to constant propagation and constant ]olding. Moreover, all these techniques can be performed in the parallel and interprocedural program setting as efficiently as in the sequential intraprocedural one. The intraprocedural sequential case is fully implemented in the current prototype of our tool kit, i.e., the program analyses are directly generated from their modal logic specifications (cf. [SCKKM] ). Interprocedural and parallel DFA-problems are specified in terms of local semantic functionals giving abstract semantics to statements, the direction of data flow, and the kind of fixpoint desired as it is common in classical data flow analysis. For the interprocedural setting the current version supports programs composed of procedures with global variables. An extension to local variables, and value and reference parameters is in progress. The tool kit has successfully been tested on the program optimizations mentioned above.
RELATED WORK
Early approaches to the automatic generation of optimizers concentrated on peephole optimizations, which do not require global program analyses (cf. [DF, Ke] ). These approaches are contrasted by others which address the generation of global analyses, but do not support the construction of program transformations (cf. [AM, YH] ). Both steps, i.e., global analyses and program transformations, are supported by the systems of [VF, WS] , which support intraprocedural optimization. Whereas the system of [VF] concentrates on 'classical' intraprocedural optimizations, the one of [WS] is particularly well-suited for local transformations based on data dependency information which are important for the automatic parallelization of sequential programs. The generality of the DFA&OPT-METAFrame tool kit that it works for intraprocedural, interprocedural, and parallel programs, and supports the generation of global program analyses and their combination to optimizations, is in fact exceptional.
